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Contributions

tightPROVE: verification in the bit probing model

tightPROVE+: verification in the register probing model

Tornado: global compiler

Benchmarks of mask-friendly NIST lightweight schemes
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Brief reminder

Software implementations are usually protected with masking

 such that

t-probing security: a circuit is t-probing secure if any set of t 
intermediate variables is independent from the secret

x → (x0, …, xt) = [x]

x1, …, xt ← U

x0 ⊕ … ⊕ xt = x
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Limitation of previous composition properties

Previous tools (e.g., maskComp) add a refresh to Circuit 1

But Circuit 1 was already t-probing secure
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A circuit is t-probing secure if any set of t intermediate variables is 
independent from the secret



tightPROVE
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New proposal: tightPROVE

Apply to tight shared circuits: 

sharewise additions, 

ISW-multiplications, 

ISW-refresh gadgets

Determine exactly whether a tight shared circuit is probing secure 
for any order t 

1. Reduction to a simplified problem

2. Resolution of the simplified problem

3. Extension to larger circuits

On GF(2)
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tightPROVE
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tightPROVE
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tightPROVE
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tightPROVE
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Linear algebra problem
The set of probes can be seen as linear combinations of the inputs 
coordinates (given the share they involve)

The probes can be distributed into t+1 matrices  

The t-probing security of the circuit is equivalent to

M0, M1, …, Mt
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Im(M0) ∩ Im(M1) ∩ Im(Mt) = ∅



tightPROVE+
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tightPROVE+
(bit-)probing model
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one probe or one observation = one bit



tightPROVE+
register-probing model
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one probe or one observation = m bits



tightPROVE+

Gadgets

ISW multiplication gadget

ISW refreshing gadget

Sharewise addition gadget

Sharewise multiplication by a constant

Sharewise addition with a constant

Sharewise left shift, right shift and rotation gadgets
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tightPROVE+
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• Sharewise gadgets are not 
restricted to the addition 
anymore

• Multiplication and refresh 
gadgets are still SNI in the 
register probing model

Similar to tightPROVE, still relies 
on the fact that the output of a 

multiplication gadget is a uniform 
Boolean sharing, independent from 

its inputs (no observation in the 
gadget)

Sub-products of shares at 
the beginning of 
multiplications



Linear algebra problem
The set of probes can still be seen as linear combinations of the inputs 
coordinates (given the share they involve)

The probes can be distributed into t+1 matrices  (of higher 
dimensions given the register size)

The t-probing security of the circuit is equivalent to

M0, M1, …, Mt
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Im(M0) ∩ Im(M1) ∩ Im(Mt) = ∅



Example: Gimli
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[x]
[y]



Example: Gimli
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[x]
[y]

We get  and x32,0 y32,1

1 probe



Example: Gimli
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[x]
[y]

We get  and x32,0 y32,1

2 probes

We get  and x32,2 x32,1 ⊕ y32,1



Example: Gimli
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[x]
[y]

We get  and x32,0 y32,1

2 probes

We get  and x32,2 x32,1 ⊕ y32,1

3 shares



Tornado
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Tornado
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Tornado
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Tornado
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Tornado
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Tornado
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Tornado
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Tornado
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Benchmarks
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tightPROVE+
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Tornado
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Thank you

Tornado tool: 

https://github.com/CryptoExperts/Tornado/
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https://github.com/CryptoExperts/Tornado/

